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"Mysteries are due to secrecy." Francis Bacon
No UFO conversation goes very long without mention of the Roswell event. It is the pre‐
eminent story of extraterrestrial folklore. Paradoxically, some say that what occurred near
Roswell NM in July 1947 will never be entirely known. Others, like our own government, claim it
was a simple case of misidentification... no mystery. But there is a mystery...and there is good
reason to believe the truth was covered up.
On July 8th 1947 the headlines of Roswell Daily Record reported:
RAAF Captures Flying Saucer On Ranch in Roswell Region. The intelligence office of the 509th
Bombardment group at Roswell Army Field announced at noon today, that the field has come
into possession of a flying saucer.
The next day the Roswell headlines featured a retraction by the RAAF:
An examination by the army revealed last night that mysterious objects found on a lonely New
Mexico ranch was a harmless high‐altitude weather balloon ‐ not a grounded flying disk.
The contrast between these Army statements aroused suspicion immediately. How could Army
"intelligence" confuse a balloon with a flying saucer? Witnesses in Roswell had actually
observed the disc flying overhead. Their story was featured with the Army's "Flying saucer"
announcement in the July 8th, Roswell Daily Record:
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wilmot...were sitting on their porch at 105 South Penn. last Wednesday night
at about ten o'clock when a large glowing object zoomed out of the sky from the southeast,
going in a northwesterly direction at a high rate of speed...The object came into view from the
southeast and disappeared over the treetops in the general vicinity of six mile hill... It was in
sight less than a minute, perhaps 40 or 50 seconds. Wilmot said that it appeared to him to be
about 1,500 feet high and going fast. He estimated between 400 and 500 miles per hour...In
appearance it looked oval in shape like two inverted saucers, faced mouth to mouth, or like two
old type washbowls placed, together in the same fashion...
Balloons don't normally glow or travel 400 miles per hour. Despite the evidence supporting the
Army's 1st announcement, the Roswell incident was effectively removed from public scrutiny
...for thirty seven years.
In 1984, James Shandera, a Hollywood movie producer investigating the UFO phenomena
received an anonymously mailed package of 35 mm film. It contained images of a top secret
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Governm
ment report, later name
ed "the Majestic twelvee
documen
nts". The rep
port had be
een compiled
d for review
w
by presid
dent Dwight D. Eisenhow
wer. It was marked:
m
"This iss a TOP SECRET‐ EYES ONLY documentt
containin
ng comparttmentalized informatio
on essentia l
to the na
ational security of the United
U
Statess"
In the do
ocument waas a list of 12 American scientists,,
intelligen
nce officials and militarry leaders appointed too
assess th
he remains of
o an extrate
errestrial craaft and alienn
bodies re
ecovered fro
om Roswell NM in 194
47. One yearr
later, an anonymouss tip arrived in the mail addressed
a
too
the research associaate workingg with Shand
dera namedd
ore. This tip
t directed
d Moore to
o a memoo
Bill Moo
confirmin
ng the existe
ence of the MJ‐12
M
docum
ments at thee
National Archives. This new information
i
and otherr
evidence
e that built a case for au
uthenticity of
o the MJ‐122
documen
nts was pie
eced togeth
her by Moo
ore and hiss
associate
e Stanton Frriedman. During the cou
urse of theirr Figure 1 Coppy of TOP SECRRET MAJIC EYESS ONLY
research, Friedman and Moore
e began to realize thatt SOM1‐01 "Extraterrestrrial Entities and
Recovery and
d Disposal" co
ourtesy
authenticcation of the
t
MJ‐12 documentss would bee Technology,
Tom Horn
extremelly difficult. The investiggators even consideredd
the anon
nymous releaase of inform
mation could
d be a proceess of misdirrection. Becaause the origgin of
the docu
uments wass unknown, no one co
ould be surre that theyy hadn't orriginated fro
om a
disinform
mation faction within the government itself . The entirre process may have been
designed
d to fail. The
e release of conflicting or inaccuratte informatiion of UFO events by ssecret
factions in governm
ment is a well
w known hazard of ufology reesearch. This disinformation
technique is used to establish go
overnment plausible
p
deeniability. Bu
ut if the release of the M
MJ‐12
documen
nts wasn't just
j
a convo
oluted proccess of disinnformation, what other purpose ccould
disclosurre of the Rosswell event serve?
s
The Maje
estic twelve documentss were made
e public in 11987. Soon tthe Roswell incident beccame
the mosst famous UFO
U
inciden
nt in historry. Roswell raised thee possibility that intellligent
extraterrrestrial life could
c
exist. The anonym
mous "assisttance" given
n to the investigators o
of the
Roswell event,
e
or th
he manner in
n which anyy UFO inform
mation is disspensed by our government
appears more a proggram of cultu
ural conditio
oning than simple fact h
hiding. If thiss is true, for what
purpose are we being conditione
ed?
In 1928 the
t occult vissionary Man
nly P. Hall wrrote:
"Not onlly were many of the founders
f
of the Unitedd States govvernment M
Masons, but they
received aid from a secret and august
a
bodyy existing in Europe whiich helped tthem to estaablish
this coun
ntry for A PECULIAR
P
AND
A
PARTICU
ULAR PURPO
OSE known only to the initiated few."
Manly P.Hall, The Secret Teachin
ngs of All Age
es, pp. XC annd XCI
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"There exists in the world today, and has existed for thousands of years, a body of enlightened
humans united in what might be termed, an Order of the Quest. It is composed of those whose
intellectual and spiritual perceptions have revealed to them that civilization has secret destiny…
"European mysticism was not dead at the time the United States of America was founded. The
hand of the mysteries controlled in the establishment of the new government for the signature
of the mysteries may still be seen on the Great Seal of the United States of America. Careful
analysis of the seal discloses a mass of occult and Masonic symbols chief among them, the so‐
called American eagle. ... The American eagle upon the Great Seal is but a conventionalized
phoenix..." 'Manly P. Hall, The Secret Destiny of America
Phoenix, the last word of Hall's statement of the founding of America, is key to the "secret
destiny" of civilization. It explains the occult design behind the formation of the United States
and the events at Roswell. These mysteries can be solved if we understand this one word.
The word "Phoenix" is derivative of the Greek name for "Phoenicians", ancient people that
inhabited the East coast of the Mediterranean Sea. Though called "Phoenicians" meaning
redness by the Greeks, the Phoenicians referred to themselves as Sidonians. Their capital city
named after Sidon, the first born son of Canaan, son of Ham. Ham was one of the original
occupants of Noah’s Ark and Noah’s youngest son. The Sidonians were considered masters of
science and magic. They claimed to possess a civilization existing for 30,000 years. Ancient
historians venerated the Sidonians:


Sidonian navigators were especially sought by the Egyptians, Babylonians, Persians &
Greeks.
 The Greek alphabet was transferred directly from the Phoenician / Sidonian script and
applied to the sounds of the language of the Greeks, hence the meaning of the word
"phonetic".
 The modern English alphabet is based on the ancient Phoenician / Sidonian script.
 The majority of knowledge ascribed through the ages to the Greeks was given to them
first by the Sidonians.
 Pythagoras, considered the ancient father of Free Masonry was schooled in Sidonia.
 The first phonetic text in existence, the Old Testament, was written in Phoenician
characters.
 The first temple of the Hebrews was built in Jerusalem by artisans from Tyre, a city that
traded Phoenician capital status with Sidon.
The preeminence of the Phoenician / Sidonian knowledge in ancient civilization is a long
guarded occult secret.
But more important than the scientific influence of Sidonia, the symbolic meaning of Manly
Hall's Phoenix represents an age when mankind and extraterrestrials were believed to have
lived on earth side by side. Phoenicia was the land of descent of the "Sons of God" described in
Genesis 6. According to the history of every ancient culture in the Middle East, Phoenicia was
the first place where beings from heaven came to the earth. The union of these beings with the
daughters of Adam produced hybrid offspring, Nephilim (literally in Hebrew, the fallen ones).
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According to the pseudepigraphic book of Enoch, the book of Jubilees and many other ancient
texts, the exact point of descent of the Sons of God was Mt. Hermon in Phoenicia. Through the
influence of these heavenly beings and their offspring, men became gifted with knowledge
surpassing any that had yet existed. But then came the flood...and symbolically the Phoenix
perished. The heavenly and supernatural bird, keeper of secrets of the past and future was
consumed in the fire of its own making.
In other words, the knowledge given to man from heaven was lost in a global cataclysm.
According to Genesis 6, the destruction of earth by the flood was in response to the interaction
of the Sons of God with the daughters of Adam.
Ancient and modern occult adepts describe the beauty of Phoenix, dazzling and brilliantly
colored. It was a perfect symbol for heavenly knowledge manifested on the earth. They
believed the power of the Phoenix came from heaven. Its death on earth would only be
temporary. The life of the Phoenix could not be extinguished any more than the heavens or
knowledge could cease to exist. The Phoenix waited to be born again out of the ashes of its
demise.
The symbolic rebirth of the Phoenix did take place in the time after the flood. Nephilim that
survived the cataclysm, returned to their point of origin in Phoenicia, as recorded in the Old
Testament. Canaan, the son of Ham, the cursed son of Noah, once again established civilization
amidst the beings that had caused the destruction of the world.
The Nephilim were more powerful and intelligent than men, but they were earth bound like
men. The connection they once had to their heavenly progenitors had been cut. Together with
humanity they beckoned the Sons of God to descend as they had before the flood. They built a
tower reaching into the heavens. Because of this attempt, it is recorded that the world lost
what was left of divine knowledge, through its dispersion throughout the earth.
Manly P. Hall refers to this history when writing of the coming world order and the rise of the
Phoenix. His understanding of the Phoenix is shared by illumined fraternal orders that have
preserved the scattered "sacred" knowledge of the ancients. They anticipate the rise of the
Phoenix from the ashes of history. They wait for an age when knowledge will once again
descend from heaven. This secret has been hidden in their symbolism and numerology
throughout history.
"In Freemasonry is embedded the core or the secret heart of the occult mysteries,
wrapped up on number, metaphor and symbol ..." The Reappearance of the Christ and
the Masters of Wisdom, Benjamin Creme p. 87
"Numbers are a key to the ancient views of cosmogony ... spiritually as well as physically
... to the evolution of the present human race; all systems of religious mysticism are
based upon numerals. The sacredness of numbers ..." The Occult Power of Numbers, W.
Wynn Westcott , p. 15
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...in Spiritual Numerologgy, '33' symbolizes
th
he highest spiritual conscious attaainable
by the humaan being." The
T Secret of the
Illuminati, Elizabeth van Buren,
B
p. 161‐2
33 and 3 are all fe
eatured prom
minently in occult
doctrine.. The great significance
s
mber 33
of the num
cannot be
b fully unde
erstood unless it is com
mbined
with the most imporrtant science
e of Free Maasonry,
navigatio
on. The com
mpass and square, the
e most
visible syymbols of Masonry are also
a the basiic tools
of navigaation and maap making.
Calculation of speed
d and location under th
he heavens is considereed to be thee highest forrm of
nowledge frrom antiquitty. Navigatio
on unites tim
me with spacce and the h
heavens with the
sacred kn
earth. Th
he number "3" is essential to this pro
ocess. Withoout the geom
metry of thee 3‐sided triaangle,
establish
hing location and distancce on a map or "triangul ation" is imp
possible. Naavigation nott only
predicts the destinattion of a travveler on the
e earth but aalso the timee the traveleer will arrivee. The
most pow
werful secret held by the
e occult elite
e is related tto this conceept taken to a higher levvel.
As the naavigator can use increments of the earth's
e
latituude and longgitude to deetermine loccation
in space and time, th
hese increme
ents can be measured inn the earth iitself to reveeal the appo
ointed
time of humanity's
h
destiny.
d
This is why
w the num
mber 33 and the comp
pass
and squaare are such
h important symbols of the
illumined
d elite.
33.33 de
egrees of the great circcle of the eaarth
represen
nts 2012 nautical miles.
Mount Hermon
H
in Phoenicia,
P
th
he first locattion
of extraaterrestrial influence with
w
man, lies
preciselyy at 33.33° north
n
33.33° east ... 2,012
miles fro
om the equaator and 2,0
012 miles frrom
the prime meridian.*
*
To be completely accurate, the number of nautical
n
milees in 33.33 degrees of tthe earth is 2012
".9" This corresponds to the year and date that
t
the anciient Mayanss of middle A
America believed
their cale
endar will en
nd, Decembe
er 21st, 2012
2. This is alsoo the year th
heir serpent god and fou
under
of civilizaation, Quetzaalcoatl, will return from heaven.
on at
Does the
e chosen loccation of the
e first conne
ection of heeaven with tthe earth on
n Mt. Hermo
33.3rd de
egrees set in
n time the fiinal phase of
o a new worrld order in 2012? In ligght of the an
ncient
history of
o Mt. Hermo
on, is it posssible that the year 20122 might also represent this scenario? But
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how is th
he year 2012 anchored in time? Daates and yeaars were commonly meeasured from
m the
start of the
t reign of a king or at the foundin
ng of a new ccity in antiquity. Our mo
odern calend
dar is
aligned to the birth of
o the Messiiah of Israel,, Jesus Christt, though evven this "ancchor point" iis not
fixed ab
bsolutely. Th
here is a debate con
ncerning whhen exactlyy Jesus was born. Vaarious
researchers have plaaced the tim
me of Christ's birth at 111 BC, 3 BC, and 1 AD. Additionallyy, our
n earlier verrsions that w
were adjusteed several ttimes forward or
modern calendar waas based on
back a number of ye
ears by Rom
man Emperors and Popees. There has already beeen a 2012 BC in
our calen
ndar, though
h it was not a remarkable year with respect to kknowledge.
Finding a relationship between 2012
2
AD and
d the presennt age may b
be the critical way to reesolve
this quesstion. It makes more se
ense to quaalify this futture date with referencces left from
m the
previous encounterss of extraterrrestrials with humanityy. If the son
ns of God descended to
o Mt.
Hermon with the inttention of co
onnecting 33
3.33 with 20012 navigatiionally, migh
ht they also have
n additional marker coordinating the year 2012 with their rreturn?
placed an
It appears they did.. This is verry probably the meaninng of the Ro
oswell even
nt. It is a marker
consisting of ancientt, sacred num
mbers.
The impact area ne
ear Roswell lays 33° no
orth latitud e, at a disttance 2,012 miles from
m the
equator.
When th
he latitude of
o the impact site 33° north, is muultiplied by the universsal mathematical
constant PI, (3.14159
926572...) th
he result is 104°,
1
the lon gitude of the impact site. The valuee of PI
is one off the most im
mportant nu
umbers of ge
eometry. Wiithout an un
nderstandingg of this num
mber,
the science of buildiing, architeccture and n
navigation iss not
possible. Historians a ctually basee one of the classificatio
ons of
a true civiilization on i ts achievem
ment of PI.
At Roswe
ell, if PI is m
multiplied by the latitudees from 33.0
00 to
33.59, a line with tthe resultan
nt longitudee can be trraced
showing the precisee flight path the disc traveled before
his line of cooordinates liies southeasst to North W
West,
impact. Th
exactly in the direection the craft appeeared to fo
ollow
he Roswell Daily
accordingg to eye wi tnesses reccorded in th
Record, Ju
uly 8th, 19477:
"... (the) large glowingg object zoo
omed out of the sky from
m the
southeastt, going in a northwesterly direction
n at a high raate of
speed...Th
he object ca me into view
w from the ssoutheast...""
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The only place on eaarth where 33°
3 latitude and 104° loongitude exisst without lyying in an ocean,
as it doe
es south of the
t equator,, or an uninhabited mountain plateeau as it doees in the eastern
hemisphere...is a few
w miles norrth west of Roswell, Neew Mexico, USA. The saacred numbeer 33
multiplie
ed by PI, justt happens to
o produce th
he location w
where a flyiing saucer crashed land
ded in

1947.
Scientistss at the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) know
w that a radio message from
intelligen
nt life out in
n space would have to use redunddant universal mathem
matical consttants.
Universal constants are not dep
pendent on calibration systems, bu
ut ratios. They function with
every cou
unting syste
em that existts. Any signaal coming froom space that has thesee numbers sttands
out again
nst the randomness in the backgrou
und of spacee noise. Such
h a signal would define itself
as intelligent and de
eliberate. Su
uch is the case with th e location o
of the Rosw
well incident. The
odds agaainst a crash
h location occurring "byy chance" p recisely at tthe coordinaates that aree the
product of PI x 33 arre astronom
mical... on the order of m
millions to one. The locaation was ch
hosen
therefore
e to show a deliberate and
a intelligen
nt message.
In other words...the
w
Roswell event was not an
a accident.
This is a profound contradictio
c
on to its inittial appearaance. The crrash and deestruction o
of the
sophisticcated flying vehicle wiith occupan
nts, accordinng to repo
orts, seemed
d an unplaanned
disaster. It is exactlyy because of
o this appe
earance thatt researcherrs speculateed that Ameerican
radar, ussed in misssile trackingg experimen
nts at whitee Sands tessting ground
ds near Rosswell,
somehow
w brought the
t extraterrrestrial vehicle down. However, iff the messaage at Rosw
well is
more thaan a strange mathematical coincid
dence, this w
would also suggest thaat the crash
h was
staged and the vehicle's occupaants sacrifice
ed. By appeearing as an accident, th
he last thingg one
would look for is a message
m
depo
osited in the
e crash locattion itself.
But there
e is more to
o the messagge than the display of "PPl". The Rosswell event aalso incorpo
orates
numberss of the earth's dimensio
ons and orie
entation in space. Thesee numbers in
nteract with each
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other in patterns similar to those known to exist in occult ritual magic. Though the value of a
number may change with placement of the decimal point, the magical form of the number
remains the same. Numbers that display these characteristics are commonly seen in the
practice of "theurgy"** or numerology. This is especially notable in the way the message
displays the number 19.47. 1947 was the year the Roswell event occurred.
19.47° or "19.5" is a universal number signifying the meeting of a tetrahedron with a sphere.
19.47° is the latitude where 3 points of the 4‐sided tetrahedron touch north or south the
equator if the 4th point is anchored at the pole of a rotating sphere. If the number 19.47 was
discovered in an extraterrestrial radio signal, SETI scientists would have proof that the
broadcasters understood advanced Platonic geometry. The Roswell message numerologically
interconnects 19.47 with the date, latitude, longitude and distance from the equator of the
impact event itself.
The earth is 21,600 nautical miles around. This measurement is based on the ratio of 360 x 60
first used by the Phoenicians and still in use by modern ocean and flight navigators.
The number 6,480 is exactly 1/4th of the total 25,920 years it takes earth to complete one
circuit through the signs of the zodiac. 6,480 years is unique because it marks the duration
between a series of global cataclysms left in earth's historic and geologic record.
At Roswell, 19.47 appears in relationship between 21,600, 6,480 and 33.33
When the earth's circumference, 21,600 is divided by 33.33 the number 6,480 appears in a
variation:
21,600 / 33.33 = 648.06480648064...
648.06480648064..divided by 19.47, the number suggested by the year of the Roswell crash
itself (1947)...produces a modification of 33.33:
648.064806480 / 19.47 = 33.28
...Latitude 33.28°
This latitude, 33.28° multiplied by PI (3.141592653589...) results in a longitude 104.56° ...
pinpointing the exact coordinates of the disc impact site near Roswell NM.
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Additionaally the num
mber 2012 caan be calculaated with a fform of the number of tthe exact Ro
oswell
crash site
e latitude, 33
3.28° and th
he year of the Roswell evvent itself, 11947:
19.47 x 3.328
3
= 64.80
0
Between
n July 1947 and March 20
012 there arre 64.80 yea rs.
It is significant that the United States recovvered the ddebris and "aalien" bodiees of the Ro
oswell
crash on the 4th of July
J 1947. America
A
itsellf was foundded on the ssame date in
n 1776. Thiss year
ehind the formation of A
America for a special reaason.
was chossen by the occcult elite be
888 is th
he sum of the
t letters in Greek off the name Jesus (each
h Greek letter represents a
number). A second "messiah" (888) plus the first messiaah (888) = 17776.
America's founding date, 1776 is a number representing a 2nd m
messiah or tthe "king" o
of the
World Orrder. It symb
bolizes the advent of a god
g man on eearth.
According to the illuminated elite,
e
as the
e first messiiah came to
o establish the Kingdo
om of
Heaven, the second illuminated messiah will establish a New World under his rule. Conceerning
this messsiah, Manly P. Hall, wrotte:
"TThe outcome of the 'seccret destiny'' is a World Order ruled
d by a King w
with supernaatural
powers. This King was de
escended off a divine ra ce; that is, h
he belonged
d to the Ord
der of
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the Illumined for those who come to a state of wisdom then belong to a family of
heroes‐perfected human beings... "The Secret Destiny of America., p. 26.
The average number of days in a year for a century is 364.864 (this is slightly less than 365
because it includes leap years that have an extra day) This number can be found by dividing the
quarter of precession 6,480 with the founding year of America 1776 by moving the decimal
point two spaces to the left.
6,480 / 17.76 = 364.864648
1776 is therefore related to the latitude and year of the Roswell event:
364.864648 x 1776 = 648,000 / 33.28 (Roswell event latitude) = 19,470
The Roswell event longitude is also related to America's birth year 1776:
1776 / 17.076 = 104.0056, (the exact longitude of Roswell crash site is 104.56)
America has existed from the beginning as an intellectual beacon in the world. It was the first
country to achieve super power status, moving mankind into the space age and nuclear age. It
continues to shape the political and economic climate for a future ruled by one heavenly
power. It is the country where the year 2012 appears to have been supernaturally
communicated to humanity by the Roswell event.
Having taken the appearance of an accident, the Roswell event limited the directions an
investigation would take. Working from the paradigm of an accident, researchers who might
otherwise have suspected its mathematical message were diverted. This mental conditioning
worked very well. The messengers seem to have been masters of the human psyche. They did
not want the Roswell event's true nature known in 1947. It was designed to be understood in
the future.
The identity of the messengers was also obscured. Some had concluded that genuine,
"Hollywood type" extraterrestrials crashed near Roswell in 1947. This idea doesn't fit so easily
in light of the numbers on the ground. A true extraterrestrial would understand universal
math... but not necessarily numbers distinct in human culture and religion. The Roswell math
bears uncanny similarity to ancient human systems of occult numerology.
The word "messenger" is exactly what the ancients named the heavenly beings. They knew
their nature, having lived with them in Phoenicia. The modern illumined shares this
understanding. In the ancient Hebrew, the word from messenger is "malach"; the ancient
Greek word is "angelos". According to the science of Angelology, the angelic mind grasps every
mathematical and scientific concept in the universe. It is not outside the Angelic repertoire to
take concern with mankind or to interact with it. They also know man's religious numbers and
symbolism...in Phoenicia, they were the teachers of these concepts. They were the sons' of God
that descended to Mt. Hermon.
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But the messengers of Mt. Hermon were not morally aligned with the God of the Bible. On the
contrary, they were aligned with the god that "illuminates" the mind of man. Concerning this
god, Albert Pike, the 33° Mason, wrote in his Masonic guide, "Morals and Dogma":
"Lucifer, the Light‐bearer! Strange and mysterious name to give to the Spirit of
Darkness! Lucifer, the Son of the Morning! Is it he who bears the Light, and with its
splendors intolerable, blinds feeble, sensual, or selfish souls? Doubt it not!" Morals and
Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, p. 321:
The origin for Lucifer's name is found in the book of the prophet Isaiah. This text also explains
that Lucifer is an angel. As an angel, his job is clear:
Angels leave messages, (angelicon).
The Roswell event was a message ...left at 33 °
One third of anything is 33 percent. 1/3rd of 100% is 33.333333...There is an ancient text that
reveals the connection between the messengers and number 33:
And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon...And his
tail drew 1/3rd part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth...And there
was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon
fought and his angels... And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and
his angels were cast out with him. Revelation 12:3‐9
In this text the number 33 or 1/3rd is explained as the actual percentage of rebellious angels
that will be cast to the earth. Satan is also clearly associated with this same number.
We know that 33 degrees of earth’s circumference is 2012 miles and that 33 is a prominent
number in the Roswell message. 33 is also prominently featured in the location of the first
descent of angelic forces to Mt. Hermon. Might this numeric connection indicate a similar type
event occurring in the year 2012?
It shall come to pass in that day the Lord will punish on high the host of exalted ones,
And on the earth the kings of the earth. They will be gathered together, as prisoners are
gathered in the pit, And will be shut up in the prison; After many days they will be
punished. Isaiah 24:21, 22 NKJV
According to Isaiah 24 and Revelation 12, Lucifer and his angels are bound by the same destiny.
They will be cast to the earth. Because they undoubtedly anticipate this event, this unseen
group of heavenly beings must be preparing themselves for an inevitable change of estate. It
also makes sense that they would condition mankind to accept them as gods when they return.
It has happened before.
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In fact, Jesus himself compared his second coming with the situation before the flood. Genesis
6 is the blueprint for the future.
And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring; Men's hearts failing them for
fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth: for the powers of
heaven shall be shaken. Luke 21:25, 26
But as the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. For as in the days
before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day
that Noah entered the ark, and did not know until the flood came and took them all away, so
also will the coming of the Son of Man be. Matthew 24:37‐39
According to Christian eschatology, the return of Jesus as king of the earth follows the
appearance of his counterfeit. This false king will control humanity empowered by the same
angelic rebels that ruled the earth before Noah entered the Ark. This concept has been around
for a long time. It isn’t so extraordinary that Roswell repeats it. The troubling aspect of the
Roswell message is that it seems to predict that these events will occur, or begin to occur in
2012.
Christian eschatology can accommodate the existence of the Roswell message. It can accept its
angelic origin for the message and even its symbolism. But so far there has been little room in
eschatology for the setting of dates or years for prophecy fulfillment. There is only one true way
of knowing the future, apart from trusting God’s words to mankind…
One has to wait.
According to the message at Roswell, we have only to wait a few years.
Also See:
The Writings of David E. Flynn ( HIGHLY recommended by Tom Horn! )
2005 Ancient of Days Conference ‐ Rowell, NM
David E. Flynn's Famous Watcher Website

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
* This location of Mt. Hermon in longitude is based on the Paris 0 meridian 2.20 degrees East of Greenwich.
** Theurgy describes the practice of rituals, sometimes seen as magical in nature, performed with the intention of
invoking the action of God (or other personified supernatural power), especially with the goal of uniting with the
divine.

